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The Root Server System Advisory Committee (RSSAC) appreciates the opportunity to participate in the public comment proceeding on the draft final report as part of its ongoing organizational review. This response builds on RSSAC032 and the feedback on the draft recommendations from the RSSAC Review Work Party (RWP) to the independent examiners.

Scope

The RSSAC has serious concerns about the scope of this organizational review. The RSSAC understands the intended scope for this organizational review to have been outlined in section 2.2 of the Request For Proposal (RFP) published by the ICANN organization in June 2017. This includes, among other things, a review of the structure, correspondence, minutes, documents, personnel, and liaison relationships of the RSSAC. The RSSAC itself conducted a self-assessment (Appendix A) in July/August 2017 based on this scope and approved it in September 2017.

Unfortunately, this organizational review fails to comment on the efficacy of the RSSAC as an advisory committee. This organizational review failed to investigate the:

- adequacy and consistency of RSSAC procedures, processes, and operations as an advisory committee to enhance the mission of ICANN;
- quantifiable impact and quality of RSSAC advice and the satisfaction of the ICANN Board and community with RSSAC work; and
- existing communications channels and engagement activities of the RSSAC, including the effectiveness of RSSAC sessions held at ICANN Public Meetings and RSSAC Caucus meetings at IETF meetings.

---

This organizational review also comments several times on community perceptions and makes extensive use of anonymous quotes. There is no effort to assess the accuracy or context of the quoted claims, so the reader is left with assertions but little ability to evaluate them. The findings acknowledge that RSSAC has made improvements to its productivity and transparency that are not recognized by the community. However, this organizational review appears to cover “community opinions of RSSAC” more extensively than “activities and work product of RSSAC.” Issues of perception and communication need to be addressed differently from issues of substance, and this organizational review does not distinguish between them in the recommendations.

Since the RFP states that it is not limited to the questions it raises, the findings and recommendations in the draft final report could derive from the implied scope. However, the questions raised in the RFP were not directly addressed. Instead, the focus of this organizational review was largely on the Root Server Operators (RSOs) and the Root Server System (RSS). This organizational review conflates the issues of RSO accountability and RSSAC accountability. This is a serious deviation for an organizational review. Therefore, the RSSAC considers much of the content in the draft final report of this organizational review as out of scope.

**Framing**

This organizational review makes frequent references to *insiders* and *outsiders*, and especially how the RSSAC is perceived by outsiders. There are different levels of *insiderness* and *outsiderness*, and this commentary is open to broad interpretation. Furthermore, there are some outsiders that the RSSAC would never be able to reach or please. This *us vs. them* framing is unhelpful for an organizational review.

**Transparency**

The ICANN community greatly values transparency. The RSSAC is seen by some as not transparent enough. The draft final report even states that, “[The RSSAC] is still widely perceived to be closed and secretive, and less transparent than other ICANN ACs and SOs.” However, this organizational review also concedes that RSSAC has made concrete progress in this area, so the reader is unsure how much the draft final report is commenting on the facts and how much on community opinion.

---

\(^5\) Together, the words “insider” and “outsider” appear 22 times in the draft final report.
From the perspective of the RSSAC, this organizational review, which utilizes closed-door interviews and unattributed quotations, does not uphold the core value of transparency. Overall, this organizational review provides very little evidence for its assertions and claims. The methodology describes four sets of sources, of which three are inherently subjective (interviews, online surveys, and the authors’ own views). It is not apparent that this organizational review considered the self-assessment or other documentary sources (e.g., RSSAC minutes, meeting schedules, publications, etc.) as cited throughout this response. An analysis of RSSAC documents and other public materials could at least have made it easier for observers to understand the conclusions of this organizational review. Had this organizational review been based on more transparent methods and sources, the RSSAC may have been more understanding in its reading of the draft final report.

**Recommendations**

In this section, the RSSAC responds to the recommendations in the draft final report. The RSSAC welcomes the recommendations related to the RSSAC Caucus, in particular. The establishment of the RSSAC Caucus in 2014 was a direct result of the first organizational review of the RSSAC. The RSSAC recognizes the importance of developing the RSSAC Caucus.

**Recommendation 1**

*Modify the RSSAC membership criteria to allow the RSSAC to recruit a variety of skills, perspectives, and interests that include but are not limited to those available from the root server operator organizations.*

Since its first organizational review, and in light of the IANA stewardship transition, the RSSAC has carefully examined its structure, accountability, and transparency. These discussions have resulted in significant progress to evolve its operations and procedures, including the establishment of the RSSAC Caucus. This evolution complements ongoing RSSAC work on a proposed governance model of functions for the RSS and RSOs. Therefore, the RSSAC believes the motivation for this recommendation will be addressed in forthcoming advice to the ICANN Board and community.

**Recommendation 1a**

*Extend RSSAC membership by invitation to any qualified person.*

This organizational review dismisses the RSSAC Caucus in the discussion about this recommendation. The RSSAC reiterates that it regularly seeks input from the RSSAC Caucus about potential work items. This guides the decision-making and prioritization of the RSSAC.
Changing the membership model of RSSAC risks diluting its focus as defined by its current charter. (The comparison to the SSAC membership model is interesting but limited; other ICANN community groups have different membership models, including one in which a stakeholder group is expected to engage with others and seek additional skills but also to keep some of its deliberations and decisions within the group of directly interested parties.)

Furthermore, the RSSAC has liaisons to many external groups and is always willing to incorporate new liaisons from other groups that wish to participate in RSSAC deliberations. At this time, RSSAC is unaware of any other groups that wish to establish mutually beneficial liaison relationships, but RSSAC encourages other groups that would like to do this to communicate with the RSSAC Co-Chairs.

Recommendation 1b

*Let individual RSOs decide whether or not to participate in the RSSAC.*

This organizational review offers little evidence to back up claims that some RSOs would rather not participate. Attendance by RSOs at RSSAC meetings in recent years indicates that all are willing and able to regularly contribute. Furthermore, per its operational procedures, the RSSAC operates on consensus and voting.

The evidence that RSSAC relies on is the very engaged participation from all RSOs in its meetings and workshops captured in RSSAC minutes. The RSSAC does not understand the premise of this recommendation.

Recommendation 2

*Resolve the apparent mismatch between the charter and operational procedures of the RSSAC and the requirements and expectations of the ICANN Board and Community for interaction with the root server system.*

The set of negative perceptions about the RSSAC charter reflected in the draft report have not been articulated to the RSSAC, either directly by the ICANN Board, or through its liaison, or from any other part of the ICANN community. Based on these experiences, the RSSAC concludes that neither the ICANN Board nor the ICANN community harbor the mismatch raised in the draft final report. The draft final report should provide more evidence of the “expectations of the ICANN Board and community for interaction with the root server system” and identify what kind of interaction is expected.
Recommendation 2a

*Document the rationale for the architecture of the root server system.*

This recommendation is out of scope for this organizational review.

Recommendation 3

*Formalize the responsibilities of the RSSAC to the ICANN Board and Community in a work plan that is periodically reviewed and published; and hold the RSSAC accountable for work plan deliverables.*

The RSSAC welcomes this recommendation and looks forward to discussing next steps. It would be particularly helpful to have an example of another ICANN community group that uses such a work plan. The RSSAC reiterates, though, that from its perspective, there is no misalignment between the understanding and expectations of the ICANN Board and RSSAC in regard to its advice and work. As a volunteer group, the RSSAC adjusts its work to reflect the availability of its members and allocation of supporting resources from the ICANN organization.

Currently, the RSSAC meets with the ICANN Board at every ICANN public meeting to discuss its work and items of mutual interest. The RSSAC also provides updates on its work at ICANN public meetings. Beginning with ICANN62, RSSAC work sessions will be open to observation.

Recommendation 3a

*Engage in ongoing threat assessment and risk analysis of the Root Server System and recommend any necessary audit activity to assess the current status of root servers and the root zone.*

This recommendation asks the RSSAC to execute the mission in its charter.\(^6\) As such, the RSSAC welcomes this recommendation and looks forward to discussing next steps. However, if there is an assertion that the RSSAC is not doing this presently, the assertion is neither made nor supported with evidence.

Recommendation 3b

*Coordinate the gathering and publishing of meaningful data about the root server system.*

---

\(^6\) See “ICANN Bylaws, Section 12.2.c.C”, [https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/governance/bylaws-en/#article12](https://www.icann.org/resources/pages/governance/bylaws-en/#article12)
This recommendation is out of scope for this organizational review. The RSSAC notes that RSSAC002v3 identifies data regarding the RSS that should be collected and published. Since 2013, the RSOs have been publishing their own data on their respective websites. Each RSO provides a link to their data on www.root-servers.org. Additionally, most RSOs participate in Day-in-the-Life (DITL) captures from time to time and make that data available to researchers, including the ICANN Office of the Chief Technology Officer (OCTO), for analysis.

If there is an assertion that the data collected is not meaningful, the assertion is not supported, either by evidence or a statement of what might be more meaningful. Moreover, the RSSAC would welcome specific suggestions via the RSSAC Caucus on how this data could be improved.

Recommendation 3c

Assess and report on the status of compliance with the recommendations of RSSAC001.

This recommendation, specifically, RSO compliance with RSSAC advice, is out of scope for this organizational review.

Recommendation 4

Develop and implement a leadership training and succession plan.

The RSSAC welcomes this recommendation and looks forward to discussing next steps. The establishment of the current leadership structure in 2014 was a direct result of the first organizational review of the RSSAC. The RSSAC recognizes the importance of evolving its leadership structure.

Recommendation 5

Engage more actively with the rest of ICANN and its Community.

This organizational review did not assess RSSAC meeting schedules from recent ICANN public meetings, or any other documentary sources as far as RSSAC can tell, in order to determine RSSAC engagement with other ICANN community groups or to justify a claim that RSSAC needs to “engage more actively.” The RSSAC respectfully suggests that “engagement” is not an end in itself and should serve a purpose. While the RSSAC believes its engagement is generally appropriate given its charter and role as an advisory committee, it also welcomes this

---

7 See “RSSAC002v3: RSSAC Advisory on Measurements of the Root Server System”
recommendation and looks forward to discussing next steps. The RSSAC recognizes the importance of improving its engagement with the ICANN community while remaining focused on its core mission and welcomes input on how to best balance between these priorities.

The RSSAC notes that it currently maintains liaison relationships with the ICANN Board, the Security and Stability Advisory Committee (SSAC), the Internet Architecture Board, the IANA Functions Operator, the Root Zone Maintainer (RZM), the Customer Standing Committee (CSC), and the Root Zone Evolution Review Committee (RZERC). The RSSAC would be willing to consider establishing additional mutually beneficial liaison relationships, too. Furthermore, the RSSAC invites the ICANN community to attend its sessions at ICANN public meetings and observe its various joint meetings (e.g., ICANN Board, OCTO, Nominating Committee, etc.).

Recommendations 6, 6b, and 6c

*Clarify the role and responsibility of the RSSAC with respect to other groups with adjacent or overlapping remits, including the SSAC, the RZERC, and the RSSAC Caucus.*

*In cooperation with the SSAC, develop and publish a statement that clearly distinguishes the roles and responsibilities of the RSSAC and the SSAC, describes how they are complementary with respect to their shared interests in security and stability, and establishes a framework for collaboration on issues of mutual concern.*

*In cooperation with the RZERC and the SSAC, develop and publish a statement that clearly distinguishes the roles and responsibilities of the RSSAC, the RZERC, and the SSAC with respect to the evolution of the DNS root system (within the scope of ICANN’s mission).*

Clarification of the roles of the RSSAC, RZERC, and SSAC is not something the RSSAC alone can address. Ultimately, this is the responsibility of the ICANN Board and community. Though potentially valuable, comparing the charters of RSSAC, RZERC, and SSAC is out of scope for this organizational review. This organizational review comments on the overlap of the charters of the RSSAC, RZERC, and SSAC, and this comparison of the charters of multiple ICANN bodies deviates from the scope of this organizational review. Moreover, the RSSAC feels strongly that this organizational review should have disclosed that one of the independent examiners is a member of the RZERC and another of the SSAC. Though serving in multiple roles and functions is not uncommon in the ICANN community, the lack of disclosure could potentially raise questions about the impartiality of this recommendation.
Recommendation 6a

*Develop a more effective and transparent process for defining RSSAC Caucus projects, engaging its members and managing its membership, managing its work, and promoting its output.*

The RSSAC recognizes the importance of developing the projects, engagement, management, and output of the RSSAC Caucus and regularly seeks input from it about potential work items. This guides the decision-making and prioritization of the RSSAC.

**Conclusion**

Overall, the RSSAC believes this organizational review missed its mark. The draft final report concentrates much of its effort on how the RSSAC is perceived, rather than on how well it functions. This organizational review appears to have focused on community opinions about the RSSAC, not the performance or work product of the RSSAC. As a result, the recommendations will be difficult to evaluate or implement because it is unclear what problem they are actually attempting to solve – perception or outcomes. Many of the recommendations are out of scope for an organizational review.

The RSSAC looks forward to the publication of the final report and to working closely with the ICANN Board and its Organizational Effectiveness Committee on concluding this organizational review and identifying next steps for implementation.
Appendix A

RSSAC Organizational Review 2 | Self-Assessment

PART ONE
Mission, Purpose, and Structure of the RSSAC

The three points that the Bylaws mandate in Article 4.4 to form the core of any organizational review

- The goal of the review, to be undertaken pursuant to such criteria and standards as the Board shall direct, shall be to determine (i) whether that organization, council or committee has a continuing purpose in the ICANN structure, (ii) if so, whether any change in structure or operations is desirable to improve its effectiveness and (iii) whether that organization, council or committee is accountable to its constituencies, stakeholder groups, organizations and other stakeholders.

Specific language in the Bylaws, Article 12.2(c), describing the role of the constituency

- Ask if your organization is adhering to ICANN’s stated mission (Article 1).
- Ask if your organization can improve in relation to the Bylaws and, if so, how.
- How effectively does your organization fulfill its purpose?
- To what extent is your organization accountable to the wider ICANN community?

1. The RSSAC welcomes the opportunity to assess itself ahead of the regular organizational review mandated by the ICANN Bylaws. This exercise allows the RSSAC to reflect on and evaluate important issues impacting its purpose, structure, accountability, and transparency. The RSSAC looks forward to working with the independent examiner, the ICANN Board Organizational Effectiveness Committee, and the Multistakeholder Strategy and Strategic Initiatives team throughout this process.

2. Since 2015 and in light of the IANA stewardship transition, the RSSAC has been engaging in a series of discussions on matters related to the future of the root server system. This work has informed much needed conversations about the continuity, accountability, and evolution of the existing model. There may be consequential repercussions for the RSSAC as a result of this work. But the RSSAC believes its function continues to have purpose in the ICANN community. Changes in structure may be needed, and the RSSAC will advise on this matter as discussions develop and consensus emerges.

3. For the purposes of its work as an advisory committee to the ICANN Board and community, the RSSAC is aligned with and accountable to its designated community as outlined in the ICANN Bylaws. The RSSAC Operational Procedures more specifically define the composition of the RSSAC to include voting primary representatives and
alternate representatives from the root server operator organizations, nonvoting representatives of the root zone management partner organizations, and nonvoting liaisons from reciprocating bodies. The RSSAC encourages its members to regularly report on their work to their organizations.

4. Accountability of DNS root server operators is a critical topic of work for the RSSAC. This topic is out of scope for the current organizational review; however, the RSSAC acknowledges the significant implications of these questions to its own structure and work, the ICANN Board and community, and the global Internet. Root server operators remain committed to providing resilient, stable, and secure DNS root service and to engaging with the ICANN Board, community, and organization via RSSAC.

5. In 2014, the RSSAC published “RSSAC000v1: Operational Procedures” to provide consistency and administrative guidelines for its work. The RSSAC reviews this document annually, building on its practical experience. The document has been revised twice to give greater clarity and generally ensure the document is aligned with requirements and expectations of the ICANN Bylaws, Board, and community.

6. The RSSAC takes seriously its work with the ICANN community in fulfillment of its purpose. Specifically, the RSSAC—through its advice development—supports the mission of ICANN to facilitate “the coordination of the operation and evolution of the DNS root name server system.” Since its restructure, the RSSAC has published 28 distinct documents ranging from advisories and reports to statements and public comment responses. Two publications have been subsequently revised as well.

7. The RSSAC produces publications in part for the benefit of and consumption by the broader Internet community. In support of this mission, the RSSAC holds public meetings for two principal purposes: 1) to report to the community on its activities and other significant issues; and 2) to receive from the community questions, comments, and suggestions. The RSSAC may elect to hold multiple public meetings when the RSSAC is studying a topic of interest over a long period.

8. The results of RSSAC votes (publication approvals, policy/position decisions, appointments, elections, etc.) are captured in minutes of each meeting, which are posted to the RSSAC website after the RSSAC approves the draft version for publication. The RSSAC shares its minutes with the RSSAC Caucus every month. The RSSAC notifies appropriate groups via its liaisons and/or support staff about any decisions or votes.

9. The RSSAC interacts most regularly with the ICANN Board and occasionally with the SSAC and the GNSO (mainly policy development working groups requesting input). The RSSAC also appoints a nonvoting liaison to the Nominating Committee and participates in specific review teams and cross-community working groups as resources permit. Given the increasing importance of specific reviews and cross-community work, the RSSAC is proactively updating its operational procedures to ensure its processes.
facilitate participation in these efforts. The RSSAC Co-Chairs participate in discussions with other community leaders and ICANN organization executives as well. Despite significant operational responsibilities and a smaller community, the RSSAC is committed to having a renewed and appropriate presence in ICANN efforts.

PART TWO
Implementation of Recommendations from RSSAC Organizational Review 1

Assessment of the outcome of the previous review, especially the implementation status of the recommendations in the final report, and to what extent this successfully addressed the problems identified by the independent examiner

- Which recommendations from the last review were implemented and how? Were any not implemented, is so, why not?
- Of the recommendations implemented, have they brought about the desired results? How is this measured or what are the proof points?
- Were all issues identified in the Final Report addressed? If so, how? If not, why not?
- Have periodic updates on implementations been provided?
- Is the organization’s charter current, based on how the organization operates today?

1. The first review of the RSSAC from 2008/2009 produced several recommendations for improvement as adopted the ICANN Board in 2010. As a result of discussions among the root server operators, the RSSAC implemented significant structural changes in 2013 in response to recommendations 1-4 in the final report of the independent examiner.

2. The most notable structural change was the launch of the RSSAC Caucus. The RSSAC Caucus of DNS experts broadens the base of technical expertise and experience available for RSSAC work. The RSSAC Caucus produces RSSAC documents such as reports and advisories. The RSSAC Caucus consists of the members of RSSAC as well as individuals who have expressed willingness to work on RSSAC documents. Each member of the RSSAC Caucus maintains a public description of his or her willingness and motivation to help produce the RSSAC documents, relevant expertise, and formal interests in the work area of the RSSAC.

3. RSSAC Caucus membership consists of 86 members, 49 percent of whom do not work in root sever operations. The RSSAC Caucus adopts the RSSAC Operational Procedures as its own. RSSAC Caucus deliberations/discussions take place in person, via teleconference or on a public mailing list. The RSSAC Caucus forms work parties to advance advice development. These work parties are open to all RSSAC Caucus members.

4. The ICANN Board approved bylaw amendments in July 2013 which reconstituted RSSAC. Each root server operator appointed a representative, and the twelve
organizations were divided randomly into three classes of four organizations each to stagger terms of service. The RSSAC Operational Procedures provide for a streamlined appointment process to allow for continuity of representation and subsequent confirmation by the ICANN Board.

5. The RSSAC also implemented alternate representation for each root server operator. Alternate representatives improve the functionality of the RSSAC meetings by making it easier to establish a quorum, facilitate the ability for each root server operator to maintain continuity and stay current on the business of the RSSAC, and expand the depth of expertise discussing RSSAC business. Alternate representatives serve at the pleasure of their appointing organization.

6. The RSSAC established two co-chair roles and an election procedure for them. The RSSAC Co-Chairs are responsible for working with the RSSAC to suggest priorities, manage the general administration and budget of the RSSAC, and conduct all meetings of the RSSAC. The RSSAC Co-Chairs also represent the RSSAC to the public. The RSSAC Co-Chairs provide oversight for all RSSAC activities.

7. Though not aligned with the restructure proposals of the independent examiner, the RSSAC—in coordination with the ICANN Board and organization and the root server operators—embraced the spirit of the recommendations. Structural conversations continue within the RSSAC through its annual review of operational procedures and ongoing discussions about the evolution of the root server system.

8. As part of the restructure, the RSSAC confirmed its various liaison relationships as outlined in recommendation 5. The RSSAC welcomes incoming liaisons from the IAB and the SSAC. The RSSAC also established formal liaison relationships with the root zone management partners. The RSSAC welcomes incoming liaisons from the root zone maintainer (Verisign) and the IANA Functions Operator (Public Technical Identifiers).

9. All incoming liaison relationships are specified through mutual agreement between the appointing organization and the RSSAC. The liaisons are nominated by the appointing organizations using their own procedures and confirmed by a majority vote of the RSSAC. The liaisons act as conduits between the two bodies reporting on matters that need to be coordinated or communicated between the two bodies.

10. The RSSAC maintains outgoing liaisons to the ICANN Board and the Nominating Committee. After the IANA stewardship transition, the RSSAC established outgoing liaison relationships to the Customer Standing Committee and the Root Zone Evolution Review Committee. There are established selection procedures for all outgoing liaison roles. The RSSAC is currently working on a review process for its outgoing liaisons.

11. Transparency is important to the RSSAC, and recommendation 6 prompted a thorough and continuous examination of its meeting practices. The RSSAC provides public
briefings on its publications and updates on its ongoing work at every ICANN meeting. The RSSAC also briefs the ICANN Board during its joint meetings. Moreover, the RSSAC participates in a tutorial series organized by the Office of the ICANN CTO, presenting on root server operations. The RSSAC welcomes invitations to explain its publications or to conduct joint meetings with other groups. The RSSAC is currently evaluating the status of its work sessions at ICANN meetings which are currently closed.

12. The RSSAC holds regular, emergency, and public meetings. Regular meetings are closed to the public and are held to conduct the work of the RSSAC. Regular meetings occur once a month via teleconference. The RSSAC Co-Chairs may schedule a public regular meeting at their discretion. Emergency meetings are closed to the public and enable RSSAC to respond to extraordinary circumstances. Regular and emergency meetings are open only to members of the RSSAC and invited guests. Public meetings are used both to present the work of the RSSAC and to engage the broader Internet community as further explained in Part One, paragraphs 7 and 8. Since 2015, the RSSAC has also met twice per year at workshops.

13. The RSSAC discontinued the practice of convening at IETF meetings as part of its restructure and reengagement with the ICANN community. This also maintains a clearer separation between the advice development work of RSSAC and the technical activities of root server operators. The RSSAC Caucus, however, meets at every other IETF meeting and at every ICANN annual general meeting. This is a reflection of the diverse, technical composition of the group.

14. In response to recommendation 7, the ICANN organization has increased its staff support for the RSSAC. The current support staff consists of a senior director overseeing advice development work, a senior manager providing strategic support, a technical specialist assisting work parties, and an operations coordinator overseeing administrative tasks. All four support staff members have other responsibilities and allocate a portion of their professional time to this work ensuring comprehensive support for the RSSAC.

15. The ICANN organization has also standardized its budget resources in support of the RSSAC. Based on demand and practical experience since the restructure, the RSSAC receives travel support for six travelers to each ICANN meeting. This directly addresses recommendation 8. The ICANN organization also allocates budget resources for two RSSAC workshops per year and travel support for four RSSAC Caucus members to IETF meetings when the RSSAC Caucus convenes. The RSSAC appreciates the current levels of support from the ICANN organization and continually assesses its needs with support staff and executives as appropriate.

16. Overall, the outcomes of the first organizational review have been positive for the RSSAC. Planning for implementation of the recommendations and then implementation itself prompted significant conversations within the RSSAC. These extended discussions galvanized the RSSAC to undertake a major restructure and to begin work on key topics.
related to the future of the root server system. The RSSAC looks forward to continuing its own evolution and contributing to the mission of ICANN.

PART THREE
Scope of RSSAC Organizational Review 2

Areas that will be covered within the scope of the forthcoming organizational review:

A. Fulfilment of mission, adherence to policies and procedures, and organizational support
   • Has RSSAC considered its current level of participation and effectiveness within ICANN, and potential for improvements?

   Please refer to Part One, paragraph 6. The RSSAC would like to engage more broadly with the ICANN community; however, its narrow scope and limited resources limit these interactions to targeted efforts and responses to direct requests. Please also refer to Part One, paragraph 9.

   • What developments can RSSAC bring about to enhance communication and understanding of its purpose within ICANN?

   Please refer to Part Two, paragraphs 11 and 12 and Part Three, section D.

   • How do RSSAC’s operations enhance ICANN’s mission?

   Please refer to Part One, paragraph 6.

   • Are the decision-making procedures of RSSAC consistent over the years – if not, why is flexibility important and which procedures (if any) should remain constant?

   As noted in Part One, paragraph 5 and Part Two, paragraph 3, the RSSAC and the RSSAC Caucus both conduct their work according to the RSSAC Operational Procedures.

   • Other elements to assess:
     o Appropriate procedures, competencies and support in place

     Please refer to Part One, paragraph 5; Part Two, paragraphs 2-10; Part Two, paragraph 14; and Part Two, paragraph 15.

     o Participation and representation of RSSAC within ICANN

     Please refer to Part One, paragraph 6 and Part One, paragraph 9.

     o Continuous development
Please refer to Part One, paragraph 2; Part Two, paragraph 7; Part Two, paragraph 11; and Part Two, paragraphs 15 and 16.

- **Alignment with ICANN’s mission (as per Bylaws)**

  Please refer to Part One, paragraph 6.

**B. Accountability and transparency**

- **How can RSSAC’s processes be improved, including but not limited to transparency and accountability?**

  Please refer to Part One, paragraphs 2 through 4 and Part Two, paragraph 11 and 12.

- **Determine if RSSAC has clearly defined its stakeholders with respect to ICANN, and if it is accountable to them.**

  Please refer to Part One, paragraphs 2 through 4.

**C. RSSAC composition, membership processes, and participation**

- **Is any change in structure or operations desirable to improve RSSAC’s effectiveness?**

  - **RSSAC Caucus**

    After three years, there are certainly areas for operational improvements in the RSSAC Caucus. The RSSAC regularly discusses these topics and also invites input from the RSSAC Caucus. Any structural or operational changes to the RSSAC Caucus and its relationship with the RSSAC will require coordination between the two groups.

  - **Liaison representation**

    Per its operational procedures and as circumstances dictate, the RSSAC may establish new outgoing liaison roles or accept new incoming liaison roles that are not specifically stipulated in its operational procedures. These liaison roles may be established from time to time through mutual agreements between the RSSAC and the reciprocal body until the operational procedures are updated accordingly.

- **Is RSSAC operating optimally within ICANN based on the needs of the ICANN community?**

  Please refer to Part One, paragraph 6. The RSSAC would like to engage more broadly with the ICANN community; however, its well-defined scope and limited resources limit these interactions to targeted efforts and responses to direct requests. Please also refer to Part One, paragraph 9.

RSSAC036
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• Does the RSSAC Caucus enhance the work of RSSAC? If so, how? If not, how could it be improved?

The RSSAC Caucus plays a vital role in developing technical advice (RSSAC001, 002, 003) and contributing to the broader work of the RSSAC (RSSAC023, 024, 026, 028).

• Are RSSAC operations performed at a standard that is consistent throughout the Committee?

As noted in Part One, paragraph 5 and Part Two, paragraph 3, the RSSAC and the RSSAC Caucus both conduct their work according to the RSSAC Operational Procedures.

• Considering the nature of RSSAC’s mission and the scope of its work, does representation in the current RSSAC structure appropriately match ICANN’s core value of diversity, as stated in Article 3.1 of the Bylaws?

The root server operator organizations, the root zone management partner organizations and reciprocating bodies determine their representatives to RSSAC. Therefore, the RSSAC is structurally limited in its consideration of diversity. RSSAC Caucus membership, however, is open to the global technical community—inclusive of all aspects of diversity—with the requisite technical background.

• Should there be a limit to the number of terms an RSSAC member may serve?

Given the mission of the RSSAC, experience and expertise is required to contribute to its work. Representation is ultimately a matter for each individual root server operator organization to consider. The current three-year terms provide an opportunity for root server operators to evaluate their representation in the RSSAC. The RSSAC may provide guidance on this matter in the future, taking into account its work and evolution.

D. Communication

• Do RSSAC communications regarding the operation, administration, security, and integrity of the Internet’s root server system satisfy the needs of the ICANN Board, and the larger ICANN community?

Ultimately, this is a question for the ICANN Board and community to address. Through recent interactions between the RSSAC and the ICANN Board, the level of communications between the two groups is robust, and both groups appreciate the current relationship. Of course, the RSSAC would like to engage more broadly with the ICANN community; however, its well-defined scope and limited resources limit these interactions to targeted efforts and responses to direct requests. Please refer to Part One, paragraph 9.
• Are RSSAC’s communications and its community channels – both among its members about its internal processes, and among the ICANN community about its role and function – adequate to assure understanding and legitimacy of its action? If not, how can it be improved?

Presently, the RSSAC maintains several liaison relationships as outlined in Part Two, paragraphs 8 through 10, and in its operational procedures. These liaisons serve as conduits between the RSSAC and the reciprocating bodies. The RSSAC has also committed itself to various transparency efforts as explained in Part Two, paragraph 11. Together, these RSSAC communications and community channels promote greater understanding about the RSSAC and its work among the ICANN Board, organization, and community and the global Internet community. The RSSAC continually reviews its outreach and engagement.

• Does RSSAC invite/permit/allow stakeholder communications on topics of mutual import to the root server system and ICANN?

The RSSAC welcomes invitations to explain its publications or to conduct joint meetings with other groups. The RSSAC has established an email address to field questions from the public: ask-rssac@icann.org. Please also refer to Part One, paragraph 9.

• Is RSSAC operating in such a way that interested parties may easily locate and retrieve details of its standards, procedures, and safeguards?

All RSSAC publications, including its operational procedures, and meeting minutes are published on the RSSAC website. Please also refer to Part One, paragraph 8.

• Does RSSAC have the necessary resources, knowledge, and processes in place to effectively engage with the ICANN Board and ICANN community?

Please refer to Part Two, paragraphs 2 and 3 and Part Two, paragraphs 14 and 15.

E. Governance and management, effectiveness of execution

• Does the ICANN Board provide timely responses regarding new RSSAC appointees?

The RSSAC and the ICANN Board coordinate through their respective support staff and through the RSSAC Liaison to the ICANN Board on the appointment of RSSAC members. This process generally takes several weeks depending on the formal meeting schedule of the ICANN Board. Regardless, the RSSAC Operational Procedures allow for root server operator representatives to begin their terms of service immediately to allow for continuity of representation.

• Should the process for defining prospective RSSAC Caucus candidates be modified?
The RSSAC established the RSSAC Caucus Membership Committee to ensure that the RSSAC Caucus has a high-functioning and healthy body of technical experts in DNS root name service. To this end, the RSSAC Caucus Membership Committee has been tasked with conducting outreach efforts in relevant forums (ICANN, IETF, DNS OARC meetings, etc.) to broaden and diversify the membership of the RSSAC Caucus.

The RSSAC Caucus Membership Committee considers several points when reviewing applicants for the RSSAC Caucus. These include DNS community experience, DNS knowledge, and commitment to participate. The current recruitment process has worked well for the RSSAC, growing the Caucus to 86 members in three years.

The RSSAC Caucus Membership Committee will soon launch a membership survey to assess annually the state of the RSSAC Caucus. Any modifications to the process for defining prospective RSSAC Caucus candidates should come to the RSSAC for consideration at the recommendation of the RSSAC Caucus Members Committee with input from RSSAC Caucus members.

F. Evaluation and measurement of outcomes

- Are RSSAC processes and membership adequate to properly advise ICANN regarding the root server system?

Given its mission, the membership of RSSAC—consisting of representatives from the root server operator and root zone management partner organizations—is adequately scoped. The RSSAC Operational Procedures have brought discipline and consistency to the processes of the RSSAC, ensuring it functions efficiently and effectively.

G. Effectiveness of implementation of prior review recommendations

- Have implementation steps been completed, or initiated, from the prior review? If not, why not?

Please refer to Part Two.

- Has implementation been completed to a degree that allows/permits effectiveness assessment? If so, have the implemented recommendations from previous review efforts led to the desired improvements?

Please refer to Part Two.
RESOURCES

- RSSAC webpage, https://www.icann.org/groups/rssac
- RSSAC Publications webpage, https://www.icann.org/groups/rssac/documents
- RSSAC Caucus webpage, https://www.icann.org/groups/rssac-caucus
- RSSAC Caucus mailing list archive, http://mm.icann.org/pipermail/rssac-caucus/
- RSSAC Caucus Statements of Interest webpage, https://community.icann.org/display/RSI/RSSAC+Caucus+Statements+of+Interest